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Author’s response to reviews:

The last section of the abstract should be Trial Registration: listing the trial registry and the unique identifying number, e.g. Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN73824458, as well as the date of registration. Please note that there should be no space between the letters and numbers of the trial registration number. If registration took place after the first participant was enrolled, please state also “Retrospectively registered” at the end of this section.

RESPONSE:
Date added and moved to end of abstract.

--Please remove the funding information from the abstract.

RESPONSE: Removed.

-- We notice that author DA is missing from the authors' contributions section. The individual contributions of all authors to the manuscript should be specified in the Authors’ Contributions section. Guidance and criteria for authorship can be found here: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.biomedcentral.com_submissions_editorial-2Dpolicies-23authorship&d=DwIGaQ&c=iORugZls2LIyCAZRB3XLg&r=kVvsBRhJCDWofb155NoTYQkoE9tPvj5RZdl_rcoG-dg&m=j0qdiewzFj_kOethUKpDKi5EVA_x2rSEztmM-29kFGE&s=zviuBoQG4zfoZwg-mlt5CqtYCZDeAkxeLxfuYOdEHP8&e=

RESPONSE: Thank you for catching this omission. DA's role was added to author contributions.

--Within Figure 1, please use the SPIRIT flow chart template.

RESPONSE: SPIRIT flow chart created and used to replace former Figure 1.

-- Please include the Study Status section in the Methods.

RESPONSE: Added, Methods, page 10.

--Please clarify how consent will be given - verbal or written.

RESPONSE: Added (written), Methods, page 10.

--Within the funding statement - include sentence to the effect that the funding body has peer-reviewed the protocol.

RESPONSE: Completed.

-- Thank you for providing a Cover Letter. As this document is no longer required at this stage of the publication process, please remove it from your submission’s supplementary files.

RESPONSE: Removed.
-- At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

RESPONSE: Done.